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In this time of climate crisis, I do not support any new fossil fuel projects. They run
counter to the Government's efforts to reduce emissions, and reinforce the
damaging technologies and behaviours that have contributed to life-threatening
climate change. In this submission though I want to raise my specific concerns about
how risk is approached in the proposal. This project will be close to residential areas
and in an internationally recognised wetlands environment. There are no other
projects in the world that have been built in an environment similar to Westernport
Bay. The proposed measurement, and methods to address the potential risks to
people and environment are lacking in details. Furthermore, AGL as a company have
a poor safety record. Therefore I have no confidence that risks can/will actually be
addressed appropriately and safely if they were to occur. Some particular elements
of concern that I would expect to see more rigour around in a project of this
significance: - Preliminary, not final risk assessments have been provided - There is
no way to measure the environmental impacts of waste water disposal in the bay The risk of dust during construction uses a subjective measurement method (the
contractor uses their visual discretion) - There's no detail on what would trigger
movement of the vessel into the bay in the event of bushfire - I could find no detail
about how the impacts of severe storm would be avoided or mitigated
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Submission to the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee
AGL Environment Effects Statement
Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project

7 August 2020
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On behalf of Darebin Climate Action Now
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., Northcote, Vic. 3070

Darebin Climate Action Now (DCAN) is a local not-for-profit organisation of City of
Darebin residents concerned about global warming and our governments’ inadequate
responses to this threat. For over a decade we have educated ourselves and members of
our local community about the causes of and appropriate responses to the climate
emergency. We have more than 1000 members.
We are seriously concerned about AGL’s proposed Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project that would supply imported natural gas into the south-eastern Australian
states for industrial, commercial and residential gas customers, meeting a purported
domestic gas supply shortfall and aiming to improve gas supply certainty. The gas would
be transported as liquified natural gas (LNG), most likely from overseas, transferred to
another ship (a floating storage and regasification unit - FSRU) where it would be
converted back into gas and then piped into the Victorian Transmission System via a new
gas pipeline approximately 57km long, east of Pakenham. The FSRU would be
continuously moored at Crib Point Jetty. Depending on demand, between 12 to 40 LNG
ships per year would moor alongside the FSRU to resupply it with LNG.
On the basis of our research, we believe there are 3 key reasons why this development
should not proceed:
•

The significant environmental damage it would cause

•

Its significant contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, increasing the severity
of climate change

•

Clear evidence that demand reduction measures can eliminate the anticipated
shortfall in gas supply and remove the need for this development, leaving it as
a stranded asset.

Environmental damage
The development proposed by AGL represents a substantial industrialisation of
Western Port, with up to 40 additional large LNG carrier ships daily in the existing
shipping channels, and a 300-metre long gas storage ship (FSRU) moored
permanently at Crib Point. The FSRU would intake and discharge seawater for ‘a
range of purposes’. The discharged seawater back in to Western Port would be 5
degrees warmer than Westernport water and would include chlorine-produced
oxidants.
The potential impacts on marine life and risks posed by increased shipping, fuel
spills, chlorine and possible accidents represent serious threats to the internationally
recognised Western Port Ramsar Wetlands (959,955.05 hectares). This is an
extensive site with rich biological diversity including migratory birds, sea-grasses,
saltmarsh, mangroves, fish and marine mammals. It is a dynamic, sensitive
environment. Three national parks are situated within the Westernport area. All of
these would be put at unreasonable risk by the proposed development. The ecosystem of Western Port is already facing severe threats from climate change.
Impacts such as increasing water-surface temperature and sea levels, reduced

rainfall and increasing intensity of heatwaves are just some of the well-documented
effects of climate change which would be exacerbated by this development. The
proposed development presents an unacceptable level of risk to the health and very
survival of ecosystems in the Ramsar site, and the Bay overall.
Contribution to greenhouse gas emissions
Vested interests (banks, mining corporations and fossil fuel corporations) as well as
the Commonwealth Government’s National Covid-19 Coordination Commission
(NCCC) are currently pushing the idea of a ‘gas-led’ economic recovery and
promoting gas as a ‘transition fuel’ in the critically important shift to renewable
energy needed to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. Proponents argue that
it has less impact on climate change than other fossil fuels. This is demonstrably
fallacious. Over a 20-year timeframe, gas has 2.3 times the global warming impact
per unit energy as coal.
Natural gas consists mostly of methane. As a greenhouse gas, methane is about 85
times as potent as CO2. The gas that would be imported would have already
released greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, exacerbating climate change. If it is
extracted through fracking, large volumes of water, laced with chemicals, are forced
into the shale rock. As the water returns to the surface over days to weeks, it is
accompanied by methane that escapes into the air1.
When used in an electric power plant, natural gas substantially increases, rather
than decreases, global warming (by increasing CO2e2) compared with coal over a 20year time frame. Over a 20-year time frame, the CO2e from using natural gas is 2.3
and 2.8 times that using coal.
When used for heating and transportation, the CO2e emissions from natural gas are
higher than other fossil fuels. Although emissions from gas use are less harmful than
those from coal, model simulations in the United States suggest that emissions from
natural gas sources may cause 5,000 to 10,000 premature mortalities each year in
the U.S. from air pollution.3
A recent report by the Australia Institute4 found the gas industry is a very poor target
for stimulus and recovery spending, as it provides few jobs, pays little tax and would
lock in decades of high emissions and high energy prices. It shows that the gas
industry is one of the least labour intensive industries in Australia, providing around

1

Howarth, R.W. (2019) Is shale gas a major driver of recent increase in global atmospheric methane,

2

CO2e means “carbon dioxide equivalent emissions per unit energy produced”
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Mark Z. Jacobson (2020). Evaluation of Coal and Natural Gas With Carbon Capture as Proposed
Solutions to Global Warming, Air Pollution, and Energy Security. Cambridge University Press,
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/WWSBook/WWSBook.html
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https://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P908 Gas-fired backfire %5Bweb%5D_0.pdf

one eighth as many jobs per dollar spent as the average for all Australian industries.
Investing recovery funds in virtually any other industry would create more jobs.
Subsidising gas will also displace renewable energy and lower cost efficient electrical
alternatives to gas for our households, businesses and industry that can be run off
renewable energy. This will lock Australia into both higher emissions and higher
energy prices for decades to come.
Increasing the production and supply of gas will only increase greenhouse emissions
at a time when it is critically important to reduce them dramatically and move
quickly to new zero emissions.
Lack of need for additional gas
The strongest economic argument against the AGL development (and any other new
fossil fuel developments) is that it is not needed.
The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has recently released the final
version of its Integrated System Plan, where a ‘step change’ scenario now shows
the plan to achieve 94% renewables by 20405. Among the key messages in this Plan
are that gas prices and network costs will continue to increase, while battery costs
and renewables will continue to fall. It says "Australia is on track to experience the
fastest energy transition in the world". Developments such as the proposed AGL
development will therefore quickly become stranded assets.
Northmore Gordon recently conducted a detailed study to assess the potential 10year Victorian gas supply shortfall, evaluate viable gas demand reduction measures,
and review effective policy drivers to support their implementation6. Their analysis
found that, on an annual basis, there is enough supply capacity in Victoria until 2027,
but from 2027 until 2030 there would be a shortfall of between 26 PJ and 85 PJ.
However, their review of feasible gas demand measures for residential and
commercial buildings and industrial facilities demonstrated that the adoption of
these measures, such as energy efficiency and fuel switching, entirely eliminated the
forecast shortfall, with the exception of 2028 which has a minor 6.5PJ modelled
shortfall. The key measures identified were:
1. Replacement of ageing ducted gas heating systems in residential dwellings
2. Improving building insulation in residential buildings
3. Encouraging households with existing reverse cycle air-conditioners to
preferentially use it for space heating
4. Replacement of gas hot water systems with heat pump hot water
5. Replacement of gas cooktops at end of life with electric induction
5

https://aemo.com.au/en/energy-systems/major-publications/integrated-system-plan-isp/2020integrated-system-plan-isp
6

http://environmentvictoria.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Vic-Gas-Market-Demand-SideStudy-Final-Report-1.pdf

6. Adoption of heat pump space heating in commercial buildings
7. Low cost energy efficiency activities and waste heat recovery for industrial
gas systems
8. Fuel switching of gas fired process heating to renewable electric and
bioenergy
9. Implementation of high temperature heat pumps for industrial hot water use
On an annual basis, the potential avoided gas consumption from these measures (98
to 113 PJ) is greater than the forecast shortfall facing Victoria (26 to 85 PJ). These
measures have wide applicability and are economically viable with targeted support.
These measures will also support households, business, and industry to transition to
a low carbon economy and access lower cost energy. The report concludes that its
findings draw into question the merit of any new Victorian gas supply projects and
LNG import terminals.
AGL argue that this development will lead to a fall in the price of gas. This is by no
means certain. The creation of an export market for LNG, combined with the actions
of the big exporters to secure gas to meet their contracts, quickly led to domestic
prices moving from the lowest in the developed world to the highest. We cannot
foresee how long the current collapse in world prices will remain, nor how gas prices
in Victoria will respond. Even if the cost of the LNG and shipping falls, it is highly
likely that AGL will need to maintain a high price to cover costs of liquefaction and
pipeline and to provide a return on capital invested. Further, gas use has in fact been
in decline since 2012, while the cost of renewable energy is rapidly falling.
The rapidly falling cost of renewable energy and storage, the growing use of
electricity for transportation, and the risk of catastophic climate change are all
economic drivers for a rapid transition to renewable energy. Such a transition is
more beneficial to the climate and potentially cheaper than relying on gas as a
transition fuel.
Planning for a sustainable future requires policy makers to listen to and act on
scientific evidence, and to work with communities to prioritise our shared natural
environment over short-term commercial decisions. The AGL proposal represents a
short-term commercial project, which ignores scientific evidence on the urgent
necessity to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, and further risks long-term damage
to a rich internationally recognised bio-diverse area.
Conclusion
The earth is already too hot. We are already seeing unprecedented bushfires, floods,
hurricanes and extreme temperatures in Australia as well as globally. A recent paper
by eminent scientists including Will Steffen and Hans Schellnhuber (2018)7 states
that we could trigger a cascade of tipping points and pass the planetary threshold for
7

Will Steffen, Johan Rockström, Katherine Richardson, Timothy M. Lenton, Carl Folke, Diana
Liverman, Colin P. Summerhayes, Anthony D. Barnosky, Sarah E. Cornell, Michel Crucifix, Jonathan F.
Donges, Ingo Fetzer, Steven J. Lade, Marten Scheffer, Ricarda Winkelmann, and Hans Joachim
Schellnhuber. Trajectories of the Earth System in the Anthropocene. PNAS, 2018
DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1810141115

irreversible warming and a Hothouse Earth even if we remain at two degrees Celsius
of warming. We must transition to zero emissions at emergency speed.
There are three powerful arguments against this development: the significant risks
it poses for irreversible environmental damage in the Western Port area; its
contribution to catastrophic climate change from increased production and use of
gas; and the fact that demand reduction measures could easily eliminate the need
for extra gas and hasten the required shift to renewable energy. It represents an
investment in fossil fuels and the associated climate pollution that would continue to
contribute to the climate emergency.
We need our government to plan for a sustainable future, which requires it to listen
to and act on scientific evidence, and to work with communities to prioritise
safeguarding the natural environment on which we all depend, and planning for a
safe and sustainable future for our children and grandchildren. Short-term profits by
private corporations have no place in such planning. The building of any new fossil
fuel infrastructure at this point in history is a crime against future generations.
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Mary Daley (Ms)
Merricks Beach Vic 3926
)
9 August 2020
To Whom It May Concern
I would like to register my deep concern regarding a proposal by AGL to install a massive
floating gas facility that will discharge chlorinated water into the seabeds of a RAMSAR
listed site in Westernport.
My concerns are many. The risks to the environment and to the local communities are high.
The effect of the discharge of chlorinated water may have catastrophic effects on the
marine animals such as the dolphins in Westernport. The science of and need for mangrove
areas are only partially understood, and their destruction at Crib Point may unintentionally
create a cascading annihilation of species.
To allow the installation of a commercial regasification unit to be managed by a company
with a very poor safety record at a port near the township of Hastings is not prudent.
Recent events in Lebanon demonstrate how catastrophic it can be.
I have been visiting Merricks Beach since the 1970s, and like my mother and aunt before
me, I have worked in the community working bees to preserve and maintain the natural
environment. I have undertaken a Foreshore Caretakers’ course to learn weed identity. As a
resident, I continue to weed out identified weeds in the foreshore on regular occasions. I
have also commenced a personal project to restore a hectare of my land there to
Indigenous Grassland habitat. I have come to the view that the regeneration, renewal and
healing of our land will allow the planet to recover from the unintended damage by
previous generations. To actively destroy a natural environment TODAY will be very soon be
considered to be a criminal act by our children and grandchildren.
In times of increasing climate change awareness, the opportunity to preserve a special
natural environment that is readily accessible to the Melbourne community is priceless. To
permit this beautiful natural asset to be commercialised for private gain is not sensible.
Yours sincerely
Mary Daley
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To Whom It May Concern Re AGL Crib Point ESS
I write this submission as both a responsible citizen of Australia and a home owner on Westernport
Bay. My main concerns are set out under 2 headings – I have many other concerns as well,
however, will focus this submission on:
1. Climate Crisis / greenhouse gas emissions
2. Impacts on the Waters, Plants and Wildlife of Western Port Bay

1. Climate Crisis and Unnecessary Generation of Greenhouse gases
This proposal will un-necessarily increase the generation rate of greenhouse gases which in turn will
contribute to the climate crisis which we are only starting to understand. Australia is one of the
biggest producers of gas and has more than enough to cover our own needs, whilst still exporting.
The method proposed will increase the energy spent for energy gained.
Here is a very simplified comparison of the proposed process – each step of which represents a
significant energy cost and increased likelihood of increased gas emissions to atmosphere. These
impacts must be considered for the full global impact, not just a local Westernport impact.
Process step
Drill, gather, transport from
original source
Liquify Gas for shipping

Gas sourced inside Australia
(Existing)
Climate change impact

Gas imported via Westernport
(Proposed)
Climate change impact

N/A

Climate change impact
(increased energy use)
Climate change impact
(increased energy use)
Climate change impact
(increased energy use)
Climate change impact
(increased energy use)
Climate change impact
(increased methane emissions)

Transport Gas by ship

N/A

Regasify the liquid gas

N/A

Manufacture of nitrogen to
add to match local gas supply
Increased risk of methane
emissions (leaks, controlled
and uncontrolled venting)
Distribute and use gas

N/A
N/A

Climate change impact

Climate change impact

The extent of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in relation to liquefication and transport of the LNG
appears to have been overlooked in the EES Technical Report F. It should not just a case of
comparing between technical options, but should also be comparing against the case of "no import
of LNG at Crib Point".
Undoubtedly gas in itself is not the ideal source for generating our energy needs
(https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national_planning_and_forecasting/gsoo/2020/2020gas-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en). As an example, our family has gone to great lengths
to add solar panels and to cut off our gas supply – our first steps towards a natural gas free future.
Gas needs in Australia will reduce over time as more and more viable options for renewables and
battery storage are brought on-line, which will limit the future usefulness and viability of this
project.

In regards to the method of regasification - on page 4 (of 22), of the Executive Summary document
(https://www.gasimportprojectvictoria.com.au/sites/default/files/202007/GIJPP%20EES%20Executive%20Summary.pdf) the method of regasification has not been
conclusively specified.

“Visiting vessels carrying LNG (LNG carriers) would berth alongside the FSRU to
transfer LNG from the LNG carriers to the FSRU. These transfers could take up
to approximately 36 hours. The FSRU would store the LNG as a liquid, and when
required, return LNG back into a gaseous state by heating the LNG using either
seawater or gas-fired boilers (a process known as regasification).
Regasification would use the ‘open loop mode’, meaning that seawater would be
used to warm the LNG into a gaseous state and discharged from the FSRU. The
FSRU would also be able to operate in closed loop regasification mode where
water is recycled within the FSRU and combined loop regasification mode in
limited instances where seawater may need to be warmed prior to use in the
FSRU.”

This is mirrored in EES Report F, section 1.2.1.
Comparisons of Greenhouse Gas Emissions are misleading. The "open loop" process clearly has a
lower rate of GHG emissions, but that comes at a "cost" of generating large volumes of cold water
near the jetty (which is close to the coastline).
Whilst Table 3.2 of the Project Development report states the open loop process is the "preferred
technology globally" this is a gross generalisation as it does not take into account the latitude of the
regasification asset, nor what are the current trends of proposed facilities, nor the politics of the
countries involved. Even in the early 2000s, in the politically sensitive California, the option being
considered (by an Australian company) for LNG Regasification was for ‘over-the-horizon’, ‘closed
loop regasification.’
Even the proposed "closed loop" system appears to be a technical compromise in the use of
seawater in the first closed loop as that entails considerable levels of water treatment and expensive
materials of construction.

Questions for AGL
-

-

How can an effective Environmental Effects Assessment be made when the method of
regasification has not been decided?
How did AGL conclude that the open loop process is ‘preferred globally’ – can AGL say that it
is the preferred option in cases where all the factors relevant to the current project are
included?
What is the Business case that justifies this method of acquiring gas for use in Victoria?
Where and how will the additional nitrogen that is needed to feed into the imported gas be
made and handled. What is the energy cost of this?

2. Impacts on the Waters, Plants and Wildlife of Western Port Bay
In the event the open loop process is selected, the concern is about the impacts on the waters,
plants and wildlife of Western Port Bay and the ripple effect of those impacts.
Westernport is a recognised Ramsar Wetlands – it is of international importance and one of only 12
in Victoria – it is a very special place. As a signatory to the Convention on Wetlands Australia has a
special responsibility to protect this area. The Australian Government states that “The Ramsar
Convention aims to halt the worldwide loss of wetlands and to conserve, through wise use and
management, those that remain.”
(https://www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/factsheet-australias-ramsar-sites).
It defies both logic and legislation that AGL can claim to be part of protecting this very special place
when this project intends to pump toxic chlorinated and very cold water into the bay.
In 2018 AGL itself made a submission to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) and the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) revision of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria)(SEPP (WoV)). This was so that there is a contemporary
framework for the protection and management of water environments, and their environmental,
social and economic values. In the Summary of Comment and Response
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/395031/SEPP-Waters-Summary-ofComment-and-Response-Report.pdf the only relevant change made re wastewater (Section 22, pg
25) states “that new waste water discharge to wetlands or estuaries, is only be allowed if it could be
demonstrated that the discharge would benefit the environment by providing flow in an otherwise
flow stressed waterway or waterbody. There can be no benefit claimed by discharging
contaminated water into this precious ecologically balanced environment.
Clearly there are too many unanswered questions about the impacts on the natural environment of
Western port and its connected places which risk permanent damage to a precious World
recognised place.
Questions for AGL
-

-

Will AGL be breaching Victorian and Commonwealth Environmental laws, policies and guidelines
about wastewater discharge from the proposed terminal? If not, what actions has AGL taken to
influence changes to these laws, policies and guidelines so that AGL can ‘get around’ their
intention to protect our precious wetlands?
Has AGL examined the impact of its proposed discharge on the ecology on areas beyond the
immediate area of your terminal including outside of Westernport?

3. Lastly
This is a project that has come about from Federal and State Governments failing to limit the extent
of gas exports to the detriment of the domestic gas supply. Westernport should not be the victim of
these failures. The EES process must be rigorous and ensure that the right thing is done for
Australian people and our environment.
Lindsey Duffield
9th August, 2020
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Submission by Dr Andrew Browne,

, Mornington Victoria 3931

The AGL/APA Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project EES July 2020 documents fail to adequately address the
Ministers requirements:
The Minister’s decision to require an EES included the procedures and requirements applicable to its preparation, in accordance
with section 8B(5) of the Environment Effects Act (Appendix A). These requirements included the following key matters for the EES
to examine:
• effects on biodiversity and ecological values within and near the proposed pipeline and gas import facility at Crib Point,
including potential impacts associated with the loss of native vegetation, indirect and direct impacts on the habitat for
listed threatened species of flora and fauna, and risks to other ecological values and ecosystem services of conservation
areas, nature parks, marine reserves and Ramsar sites in proximity to the proposal;
•

effects from seawater intake to and cold water/residual chlorine discharges from the gas import jetty facility, including
potential medium and long-term effects on the ecology of the North Arm of Western Port associated with changes to
seawater quality and entrainment of larvae of marine species (threatened and non-threatened);

•

A proponent will at least need to provide an assessment of relevant effects (e.g. on landscape values, risks to fauna or
emissions to air) in a form that can be integrated with information relating to other projects or activities, and thus enable
the Minister to assess the potential cumulative effects. A specific need for a proponent to document potential cumulative
effects may arise where a project is to be undertaken in a series of stages.
Because of the factors constraining quantitative assessment of cumulative effects, often only a qualitative assessment will
be practicable.

The bulk of the documents regarding the ongoing operation of the FSRU rely solely on modelling and desktop
publishing rather than providing “real life data” from the field. Their submission relies on hypothetical models
and the constant use of the term predicted. The “predicted” outcomes would be monitored and if not meeting
set parameters then remedial action would be undertaken. Given that the FSRU will be moored in an
internationally recognised Ramsar Wetland, this “hit and miss” approach would seem to be unwise: especially as
the health of Western Port has been improving over the past 10 years after the devastation caused by land
clearing within its catchment, draining of the expansive Koo Wee Rup swamp and the progressive growth of
agriculture, industry and residential areas.
The number of FSRU units worldwide has grown steadily since their inception in 2006. A survey (Appendix 1)
released in April 2020 shows there are now 37 FSRU worldwide, although a number of these are operating purely
as LNG carriers. Within these 37 FSRU, 10 are owned and operated by the Hoegh group (Appendix 11), one of
which the Hoegh Esperanza has been ear marked for the AGL Gas Project. Some of the Hoegh FSRU have been
permanently moored in the one location for many years.
It would seem to be a wise move to require AGL to obtain “real” data from these FSRU as to actual output and
dissipation levels (including water temperature, chlorine, noise, light, etc) effect on surrounding environment
(terrestrial and marine) and cumulative effects to support the modelling postulated in their submission. One
would assume that Hoegh, with 10 years of FSRU experience, would be able to facilitate this. From a discussion
with AGL’s Senior Manager Project Engagement, Kelly Parkinson, AGL had access to the FSRU Hoegh Esperanza in
Gladstone Queensland, but it appears no data from this access is included in their submission.
Western Port Ramsar Wetlands are too precious and important to allow this project to go ahead based on
hypothetical modelling.

Appendix 1

Appendix 11
HOEGH FSRU FLEET 2020
Source includes: https://www.hoeghlng.com/fleet/default.aspx#section=fsru
Name

Type

Operator

Country

Capacity
Cu.m.
170,000

Built
Conv
2019

Comments
On an 18 months interim charter with Cheniere
Marketing International LLP. The terms of the time
charter ensure availability to serve the AIE project
in Port Kembla, Australia.
Short term LNGC Charters

Hoegh Galleon

FSRU-LNGC

Australian IE

Belgium

Hoegh Gannet

FSRU-LNGC

Naturgy Energy

170,000

2018

Hoegh Esperanza

FSRU-LNGC

CNOOC

Equatorial
Guinea
China PR

170,032

2018

On a time charter with CNOOC Gas & Power
Trading and Marketing Ltd. (CNOOC). The time
charter is for three years with a one-year extension
option. Under the contract, Höegh Esperanza will
be utilised in FSRU mode at the Tianjin LNG
terminal in China for no less than an agreed-upon
minimum period each year, with the balance of the
year in LNGC mode and/or FSRU mode.

Hoegh Giant

FSRU-LNGC

Naturgy Energy

United States

170,032

2017

Höegh Giant is on a hybrid LNGC/FSRU contract
with Naturgy, which includes the option for
Naturgy to utilize the unit as an FSRU.

Hoegh Grace
Hoegh Gallant

FSRU-LNGC
FSRU-LNGC

SCL Energia
Clearlake Shpg

Columbia
Greece

170,032
170,051

2016
2014

FSRU in Cartagena, Colombia.

Perusahaan Gas Negar

Indonesia

170,000

2014

PNG FSRU Lampung

FSRU

Independence
Cape Ann

FSRU-LNGC
FSRU-LNGC

Klaipedos Nafta
H-Energy

Lithuania
India

170,000
145,000

2014
2010

Neptune

FSRU-LNGC

Total

Norway

145,100

2009

Short-term LNGC charters. Trading as LNGC,
confirming FSRUs’ flexibility
FSRU offshore the Lampung Province at the
southeast coast of Sumatra, Indonesia.
FSRU in Klaipeda, Lithuania
FSRU in India
FSRU previously in Turkey
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I strongly oppose this proposal on the basis of its negative effect on our
environment. It will cause major distress to wetlands and mangrove swamps in the
area. Discharge of waste water is a major negative impact.
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Submission regarding AGL’s Proposed FSRU in Westernport Bay
AGL’s proposal for a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit (FSRU) in Westernport Bay will
set back our efforts to keep our planet habitable. Worldwide we are seeing the worsening
effects of climate change on the natural environment, on people’s health and on the
viability of living in places subject to extreme weather and fire events. There is only one
thing we can do to give our children and grandchildren hope for a thriving future, and that is
to stop burning fossil fuels.
We know of the link between biodiversity and human health. As well as giving us clean air,
clean water and food, the complex life systems on our planet are essential for our mental
well-being. Spending time in nature is uplifting and life-affirming. When I spend time in the
natural environment I am always refreshed to feel the sense of rich and diverse life going on
around me, independent of my presence. For many years, doctors and medical
professionals have spoken about the increasing incidence of ecological and environmental
grief – the sense of loss of place. I feel this grief grow in me every time I hear of another
natural place that has been damaged or destroyed.
I have had a close connection with Westernport Bay for over forty years. Every summer our
extended family has holidayed in Somers and enjoyed the wonderful lazy days swimming,
walking and relaxing in such an unspoiled, tranquil environment. When our children were
young we would walk among the rocks at low tide and see the wonders of rockpool life:
Port Jackson sharks, tiny sea creatures, beautiful soft corals and seaweed. When we
snorkelled off the beach, we were astounded by the rich and colourful underwater life:
wobbegong sharks, rays, brightly coloured fish, pipefish, seahorses and weedy sea dragons.
In recent years we have been delighted by the presence of dolphins in the bay.
To lose this precious place would be devastating. The underwater noise created by the
proposed FSRU would adversely affect dolphins and other marine life. The proposed daily
dumping of 468,000 litres of cold chlorinated water into the bay would destroy creatures
essential to the marine ecosystem. Disasters such as oil spills, fire and explosions would
destroy many animals in and around the bay, including birds and the fragile koala
population.
On reading the Executive Summary document of the Environmental Effects Statement (ESS),
it appears that preliminary modelling has been done on some of these issues, but there are
no clear guidelines on what will be done if the effects on marine life are greater than
predicted. Regarding the entrainment of small organisms and the subsequent discharge of
chlorinated water into the bay the document states: ‘mitigation measures and monitoring
during operation would reduce the potential for minor impacts and enable a response to any
unforeseen impacts’, which does not specify exactly what would constitute an ecological
problem and how this would be addressed. The risk of oil spills from LNG gas tankers has
not been properly addressed. The risk of fire and explosion is only based on preliminary
studies. Page 18 states that: ‘the risk of fatalities due to a potential major incident such as a
fire or explosion . . . meet the requirements of relevant regulatory guidelines’. No mention of
trigger points or actions to be taken in the event of a disaster is made.

This project is too risky, too potentially damaging to a pristine environment, and would set
back the urgent task of mitigating climate change. Increasing our reliance on gas is not a
viable interim solution to Australia’s energy needs. The production of gas, with its
associated methane emissions, can be as bad for the planet as coal is. Australia needs
energy supplied by clean, renewable sources. Renewables will provide solutions for multiple
problems, whereas one fossil fuel project will be a problem requiring multiple solutions.
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John Adrian Neve
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Mornington peninsula , planet eart
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Submission:

The science is absolutely clear that fossil fuels are no longer required in our energy
mix Please adhere to the science and proceed to 100% renewables rapidly and
commit to no more fossil fuel investment immediately The people of westernport
have made their feelings known no AGL gas , no environmental impact Clean energy
economic future for a better future for all
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Janet Davey
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Submission:

This is a short statement really. We live on Westernport Bay and it is a wonderfully
clean, balanced environment. I am not anti industry or anti development but I must
beg this committee to put a halt to this gas pipeline development. The
environmental risks are too great bringing LPG into Westernport and then
processing it using seawater. Temperature and chemical changes to this seawater
will have a negative effect on the surrounding ecology. We know how fragile these
ecosystems are. Losing the ecology of Westernport is just too important to be
traded for a gas pipeline with limited future in a world which needs to be moving
towards sustainable energy sources. With Thanks Janet
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Jordan Valentine
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Submission:

I don’t believe this project should ever have been considered for Crib Point, let alone
be built on protected wetlands. Anyone can plainly see that bringing such
industrialisation to the area will cause irreparable damage to the local ecosystem as
well as our local communities. The damage that's been caused by the old BP
refinery since the 70's and the ever increasing population of the area is bad enough
as it is, for our community to stand by and let AGL cause even more damage would
be insanity. 20 years ago when I was a child, I would swim in Westernport Bay, now
with the state of the water I wouldn't dream of it. Please, don't make it worse, don't
destroy our bay.
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Submission:

This is a step in the wrong direction and is risking far too much for a pay off of far
too little. Being in the midst of Covid, it has surely taught us that we must appreciate
the natural world around us and the resources that Australia has to keep safe for
community well-being. How would it be received if the ever growing population of
Victoria lost a large part of coastline? Just do the right thing for once.
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THE CLIMATE CRISIS

I have used the information provided by Environment Victoria, with the source information from
https://environmentvictoria.org.au/how-to-write-a-submission-opposing-agls-gas-import-terminal/.

1. We cannot afford new fossil fuel projects in Victoria
For millions of Australians climate change is not a distant future threat but a
dangerous reality right now. In the last decade we have suffered what might
be the worst drought in Australia’s history, ravaging our farmers and pushing the MurrayDarling river system to its limit.
This drought – exacerbated by climate change – also created the dry conditions that
fueled the devastating bushfires last summer. Lives were lost, rural communities
destroyed, and pristine areas of bush were lost meaning three billion wild animals were
killed or displaced.
All this has happened after an average global increase of only 1.1 degree Celsius.
Without curbing our emission from fossil fuels, we are on track for several degrees C of
warming by the end of the century. Everything we have lost this summer cannot be
in vain – we need to stop building polluting fossil fuel projects that are driving
the climate crisis and threatening our environment.
With the plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage, fossil fuel projects are not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets, corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and
supporting consumers to move away from gas.
AGL’s proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do
to create a safe climate.

GAS USAGE, MARKETS AND RENEWABLES

2. AGL’s rationale for the project ignores what we can and need to do to reduce our gas usage in
Victoria
One of AGL’s key arguments for the need to develop a gas import terminal is the lack of
success in gas exploration in south-eastern Australia. This frames the issue solely as a
problem with the supply of gas to meet our demand as it stands.
But AGL’s report grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand for gas in
Victoria (balancing gas demand and supply with demand-side measures). According to a
recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon (commissioned by
Environment Victoria), the state of Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between
98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 using existing technology and targeted economic
support.1
This means that with the right government policies, Victoria could meet its energy needs
without new gas, meaning that we do not need new gas fields, nor gas import terminals
like the proposal for Westernport Bay.

And on top of that, if we support energy efficiency improvements in homes and
businesses, and switch appliances from using gas to electricity, we will lower energy
costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios.2 This is true even
when much of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels, but will get even better as more
of our electricity is generated through renewables.3
3. AGL’s gas through this terminal would not be cheap
High gas prices are a result of market design, and a gas import terminal would further
entrench what is already wrong with the market.
The main driver behind the recent year’s increases in Australian gas prices has not been
an undersupply of gas but by the fact that we export most of our LNG. By doing so, we
link our gas market with international markets and historically higher international prices.
Prior to 2015, Australia’s eastern seaboard gas market saw gas prices at around $5 per
gigajoule (GJ). As soon as Australia started exporting LNG from Queensland, domestic
gas prices increased to as much as $20/GJ.
As AGL points out current prices have fallen back to $8-$12/GJ on the east coast (still a
doubling of pre-export prices), though prices are $5-$6/GJ in Western Australia where
there is a domestic gas reservation policy – essentially that a proportion of gas produced
there must be reserved for use there.
Several energy market analysts such as Macquarie Wealth Management have
repeatedly maintained that: “Any LNG import terminal will not lower prices in the
southern states.” This is because any imported gas will have to be purchased in the
international market at international prices. There are also additional costs of liquefying,
shipping, port infrastructure and the gas terminal ship (or Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit, FSRU) itself.
Further, AGL expects the reader to be concerned about the inability of industrial gas
users to survive with gas prices that are two to three times higher than historical prices
while at the same time promising to import gas at around $10-11/GJ. AGL gas would
also be in the same range of two to three times higher than historical gas prices, making
no difference for industrial gas users that developed business models reliant on
abundant and cheap gas.
4. The energy transition is making gas obsolete
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil
fuels. According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and CSIRO
renewables have become the cheapest alternative for new power production.4 This
holds true even when accounting for the storage requirements to ensure renewable
energy from solar and wind can be stored for up to six hours to guarantee the energy is
available at the time it is needed.
The reduction in the cost of wind, solar and batteries has radically changed the
electricity markets. In the United States there are plans in Arizona, Colorado, Florida and
New Mexico to replace coal fired power stations without adding any new gas power

stations.5 This shows that any claims about the role gas will play in the energy transition
are based on outdated assumptions.
The fact that renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the
energy markets. In fact, this year AEMO adjusted its Victorian gas-powered generation
annual consumption forecast for the 2014-2039 period, assuming that gas consumption
will be dramatically below what was previously thought. This is because of a higher
penetration of renewables than previously forecasted.6

FORECAST OF GAS CONSUMPTION FOR GAS-POWERED ELECTRICITY GENERATION (SOURCE: AEMO)

Further, AEMO’s recently published “2020 Integrated System Plan (ISP)”, the country’s
most sophisticated modelling effort to analyse the cheapest way to develop our national
electricity market confirms this trend.7 The ISP assumes that as coal power stations
retire, they will be replaced with renewables because the cost of wind and solar
technology are the cheapest and obvious replacement.
5. Imported gas can be as bad as coal for the planet
For gas to be a lesser evil than coal for electricity production, methane leakage should
remain below 3.2% during the whole supply chain, otherwise gas becomes just as
polluting, if not more polluting than coal.
Recent studies have shown that we have previously underestimated how much methane
is released to the atmosphere during gas production. It has been found that onshore gas
fields in the United States have levels of leakage of 2-17%. Despite these finding the
Australian Industry and Government report far lower emission intensities for
unconventional gas emissions based on default emissions factors rather than on reliable
measurements.8

MEASURED FUGITIVE EMISSIONS AT US GAS FIELDS COMPARED TO AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY AND
GOVERNMENT REPORTING (SOURCE: MEI)

OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

6. We need to protect our wetlands
Wetlands are amazing places. Combining land and water, they are home to an
incredible array of plants and animals and are among the most biodiverse ecosystems
on earth. More than that, recent research has shown that they have the potential to
capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be
protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change, not being
subject to potentially damaging projects like AGL’s proposal.
Unfortunately, in Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater
wetlands, contributing to the loss of approximately 35% of the world’s wetlands between
1970-2015.9
As a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, the
Australian commonwealth has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of
wetlands, understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing
their degradation.10 It is totally inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in
the middle of one of Victoria’s most precious environments and an internationally
significant wetland.
7. AGL plans to dump toxic wastewater, breaching Victorian laws
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
each day. They would draw this water from the Bay and use it to thaw the frozen gas.
The water would be chlorinated to destroy all living material, and cooled by around 7
degrees Celsius before being dumped back into the Bay.
Victorian environmental legislation (SEPP Waters) in its clause 22 prohibits the
Environmental Protection Agency from granting to a corporation a permit to discharge
wastewater in high conservation value areas. Westernport Bay is a Ramsar site and a

high conservation value area under Victorian legislation. Because of that, AGL sought to
weaken our environmental laws so that they would be allowed to discharge wastewater.
In 2018 AGL made a submission to modify the SEPP Waters to allow companies to
dump wastewater in high conservation value areas and clear the path for their polling
gas import terminal.11
Thankfully, the EPA rejected AGL’s submission. However, AGL is seeking to proceed
with their project despite existing legislation prohibiting their proposed operation.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport Bay.
8. AGL’s Environment Effect Statement does not properly address the risk of oil spills
Increased ship traffic in Westernport Bay increases the risk of accidents such as oil
spills. AGL’s EES does not include an oil spill modelling / impact risk assessment. Due
to existing operations oil tankers would pass directly by the FSRU (Floating Storage
Regasification Unit). Although it is uncommon for ships to collide, this risk cannot be
simply dismissed. We have faced oil spills in the past such as the Iron Barron spill in
Tasmania and the Ethane pipeline incident in Port Philip Bay. An oil spill within the
internationally important Ramsar wetland of Westernport Bay could be catastrophic.
It is simply not acceptable for a high-impact, low-probability event such as an oil spill to
not be fully addressed in the EES, and we should demand that AGL investigate this risk
and mitigation options in more detail.
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

9. AGL’s proposal threatens the local community with the risk of fire and explosion
A new fossil fuel project like AGL’s proposed gas import terminal would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include people coming
into contact with toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility, as well as
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion (noted in EES Technical Report K). The
nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away, and Wooleys Beach –
popular with locals and visitors – is within a stone’s throw from the site.
Furthermore, the proposed pipeline from Crib Point to Pakenham is another point of
potential leakage, fire and explosion. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative
risk assessments on these risks, and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies, and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to review these calculations and provide final risk
assessments.
AGL’S TRACK RECORD

10. AGL has a history of deceptive and misleading behaviour, making them unfit to build and
operate a facility like this
Since 2003 AGL has incurred more than $7 million worth of fines, in some cases for
deceptive and misleading behaviour.

In September 2018, AGL was fined a record of almost $3 million by the Victorian
Essential Services Commission for “failing to offset its emission levels” by not handing
over 64,000 Energy Efficiency Certificates.12
Adding to a long string of similar offences, AGL was this month fined for billing errors
which “left thousands of concession customers distressed and confused after receiving
high bills they weren’t expecting”.13
On the basis of AGL’s poor track record, and the incredibly high risks involved with this
proposal, we question if AGL is fit to build and operate a gas import terminal in
Westernport Bay.
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Maureen Donelly
Mornington 3931
12th August 2020 SUBMISSION TO AGL REGARDING GAS IMPORT JETTY and
PIPELINE PROJECT PROPOSAL How it affects us because of its negative impacts. We
believe this Project should not go ahead because it negatively impacts us, our future
generations, our community and our environment in the following ways. • Visual
pollution: the size and scale of the infrastructure (56 metres high, 300 x 45) is totally
out of character for this location, a beautiful low development seaside area •
Locating such a project in an environmentally sensitive area is unprecedented
anywhere in the world and for good reason-the risk to the environment. • This
project will increase the availability of gas as a source of energy. Gas is a dirty fossil
fuel that is driving climate change, its use increases greenhouse emissions and global
warming. The solution is to reduce the demand for unsustainable sources like gas,
not to increase it. • Wind and solar electricity plant can be established in same
amount of time as gas facility. This alternative is carbon neutral, renewable and a
clean energy supply which will not affect us adversely. • Transitioning to low-carbon
energy now would support economic development and growth in a way that
supports our health and our environment! The key objectives of this Project are
flawed and do not benefit us: Objective 1 Provide gas supply certainty and security
for Victorian gas customers, and to customers from other states that rely on
Victoria’s gas supply, to respond to forecast gas supply shortages Our response We
don’t need gas supply certainty and security because the Australian Energy Market
Operator (AEMO) report that gas shortages were no longer forecast and that there is
sufficient gas with no gaps in supply until at least 2030. AGL say this Project is
“proposed to operate for 20 years”. Objective 2 Expand AGL and the broader
market’s capacity to provide gas to where it is needed, helping to put downward
pressure on gas prices. Our response We don’t need downward pressure on gas
prices. Gas is expensive because 70% of our gas goes offshore. “Renewable energy
is already cheaper than gas” (Greenpeace) and better supports our health and our
environment! Objective 3 Allow the most competitive gas, most likely from
overseas, to be supplied to the Australian east coast gas market Our response This
will not benefit us because Australia will be at the mercy of international LNG prices.
Objective 4 Provide an additional source of supply to the Australian gas market over
the short to medium term so the market is well supplied, if additional gas reser

Maureen Donelly
Mornington 3931
12th August 2020

SUBMISSION TO AGL REGARDING GAS IMPORT JETTY and PIPELINE PROJECT PROPOSAL
How it affects us because of its negative impacts.
We believe this Project should not go ahead because it negatively impacts us, our future generations, our
community and our environment in the following ways.
•
•
•

•

•

Visual pollution: the size and scale of the infrastructure (56 metres high, 300 x 45) is totally out of character
for this location, a beautiful low development seaside area.
Locating such a project in an environmentally sensitive area is unprecedented anywhere in the world and for
good reason-the risk to the environment.
This project will increase the availability of gas as a source of energy. Gas is a dirty fossil fuel that is driving
climate change, its use increases greenhouse emissions and global warming. The solution is to reduce the
demand for unsustainable sources like gas, not to increase it.
Wind and solar electricity plant can be established in same amount of time as gas facility. This alternative is
carbon neutral, renewable and a clean energy supply which will not affect us adversely.
Transitioning to low-carbon energy now would support economic development and growth in a way that
supports our health and our environment!

The key objectives of this Project are flawed and do not benefit us:
Objective 1
Provide gas supply certainty and security for Victorian gas customers, and to customers from other states that rely
on Victoria’s gas supply, to respond to forecast gas supply shortages
Our response
We don’t need gas supply certainty and security because the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO)
report that gas shortages were no longer forecast and that there is sufficient gas with no gaps in supply until
at least 2030. AGL say this Project is “proposed to operate for 20 years”.
Objective 2
Expand AGL and the broader market’s capacity to provide gas to where it is needed, helping to put downward
pressure on gas prices.
Our response
We don’t need downward pressure on gas prices. Gas is expensive because 70% of our gas goes offshore.
“Renewable energy is already cheaper than gas” (Greenpeace) and better supports our health and our
environment!
Objective 3
Allow the most competitive gas, most likely from overseas, to be supplied to the Australian east coast gas market
Our response
This will not benefit us because Australia will be at the mercy of international LNG prices.
Objective 4
Provide an additional source of supply to the Australian gas market over the short to medium term so the market is
well supplied, if additional gas reserves in Australia fail to be commercialised.

Our response
We will not benefit from an additional source of supply to the Australian gas market because gas is a fuel
that’s driving climate change, its use increases greenhouse emissions and global warming. We would benefit
from renewable energy- it is cheaper and better supports our health and our environment.
Objective 5
Provide gas supply flexibility to respond to emergencies at critical gas infrastructure such as the Longford Pipeline or
the South Eastern Australia Gas Pipeline
Our response
We would benefit from further development of renewable energy will create a way forward respond to
energy emergencies.
Objective 6
Provide additional capacity and reliability for new residential, commercial and industrial gas customers
Our response
Additional capacity gas customers will increase greenhouse emissions and global warming which will
adversely affect our health and our environment.

Management of potential project risks and impacts to the environment
are going to negatively affect our Westernport environment.
This Project is located within the Western Port Ramsar site which covers 59,950 hectares
and is Victoria’s third-most important area for wading birds yet this Project proposes that
there will be damage this environmentally significant and fragile place. AGL is asking for
a licence to pollute and cause irreparable destruction to our environment.
AGL acknowledges that during construction and operation of the Project there is:
•

remove native flora and fauna

•

discharge (of millions of litres per day) of chlorinated, (temperature changed)
seawater, and the killing of entrained marine organisms

•

potential to impact the internationally significant, as well as listed migratory and
threatened species and ecological communities

•

potential changes to the chemical or physical attributes of the environment, and
potential effects on habitat conditions and the ecological character and biodiversity
values”

(Reference AGL, Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project Summary Document, July 2020)
AGL admit the Project’s construction is expected to disturb some Aboriginal cultural
heritage places, including the disturbance of not previously registered Aboriginal cultural
heritage places. (Reference AGL, Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project Summary
Document, July 2020)
AGL assert that if any unexpected circumstances are detected, appropriate action would be taken to
meet the environmental responsibilities of AGL and APA. Yet AGL has a record of unsatisfactory
management and compliance with environmental laws (Rod Knowles, Save Westernport Website, July
2020)
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I have been at merricks beach all my life. My grandparents built a beach house
before the Second World War. Merricks has been protected by people that love it
for their spiritual renourishment and beauty of its natural values. There has never
been much rubbish on the beach because people here care, everyday people and
powerful Melbourne people, lawyers doctors who retreat here to get away from the
stresses of Melbourne. By eroding constantly the environmental values we cherish
you are rendering people helpless and hopeless about our future. We need to be
positive at this time, focus on renewables so we can get out of this mess. Ramsar
camsar international treaties are just worthless pieces of paper, just impediments to
those who put short term gain ahead of our grandchildren’s future. Who are you
people? What legacy will you leave when you die? Piles of money and a degraded
bay. In covid the water is clearing, the skies too. What is really important I ask you?
Basically it does matter about the incredible diversity of creatures and plants that
live in Westernport bay. If this proposal goes ahead it will have terrible psychological
effects on the population of Melbourne who see Westernport as a precious place to
escape to because of its natural values.
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I go kayaking from Sommers to french island, I do want to be dogging huge ships it
would absolutely ruin the experience for me. I want to save western port so my kids
will be able to experienced the beauty that I've experienced. the surrounds of
proposed site are a RAMSAR wet land ( The most southern Mangroves in the world),
I'd hate to see this significant piece natural heritage go, due to a greed driven
conglomerate.
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It is paramount that Western port Bay as a designated UNESCO marine biosphere
reserve is protected from AGL plans.
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We need to invest in our future, and there's not much of a future left in fossil fuels.
There's much more of a future in renewable energy, more money and more jobs in
the long term as well. We need to protect our wetlands. AGL's environment effect
statement does not properly address the risk of oil spills, and one would have a
horrible effect on the local eco system!
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Hi, the Ramsar listed Westernport Bay has been a source of natural inspiration for
me for over 50 years. I have birdwatched, snorkeled, swum, kayaked, walked,
bicycled, and generally immersed myself in its unique charms. It is not essential to
my existence but Westernport Bays positive effects on ones mental and physical
health cannot be understated. The bay and the wetlands and shores that surround
it ARE essential for the existence of many of our endangered animals and plants that
live and breed in the many threatened ecosystems supported by this amazing bay,
The reasons for denying these proposed new works are not that complex. Here we
have, (on the doorstep of Australia’s second largest city), an internationally
recognized Ramsar site that has mangroves, seagrass meadows, rock shelves,
migratory bird nest sites, whale visitations, the list of natural wonders could go on
for hundreds of pages, depending on your specific interests ( don’t even get me
started on the nudibranch’s in the bay, wow!) Against this we had a request to
import gas? Quite simply, we do not need more gas. One, we can use a lot less gas if
we were more efficient. Two, gas is already dearer than renewables (and getting
dearer). Finally, gas causes climate change, the alternatives, wind and solar do not.
So I guess it doesn’t make any sense to me that you would risk disturbing the natural
balance of these vulnerable ecosystems by dumping huge quantities of heated and
chlorinated water into the bay daily! Not to mention the large ships coming and
going (Potential oil spills, ballast water, noise, collision, etc etc) Seriously, Silent
Spring was 1962, humans messing with nature, have we learnt nothing? Why risk it?
New coal and gas are dead ducks, so to contemplate, even the threat of damaging
such a wonderfully unique area is unquestionably a very poor decision. You only get
one go at this, if this facility is given the go ahead and the natural values of
Westernport Bay are detrimentally effected, as they surely would be, there’s no
going back. Once lost it unlikely that the damage could be reversed. So as I see it,
the equation is, one of Australia’s most beautiful, significant marine ecosystems
versus a new fossil fuel facility we do not need. It really is that simple. I hope
subsequent generations are able to enjoy “The Bay” as I have and the wonderful
memories I have can be experienced by more than just pictures in a book by
generations to come. Thank you for allowing me to make this submission. Regards
Dave Archer
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I am against harming the environment
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I believe the proposed development will have a serious detrimental impact on the
Western Port Ramsar site, listed migratory species, listed threatened species and
ecological communities.
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Dear Minister and Advisory Committee, It is transparently obvious that given the
nature and scale of the proposed regasification plant it is inevitable that nothing but
large scale destruction of the Westernport ecology and environment will be the
consequence. To approve or even suggest that a project of this size would have any
effect other than long term and large scale destruction is profoundly dishonest and
unconscionable. The environmental impact alone should be the end of discussion.
Talks about Victoria's long term gas supply can never outweigh the value of pristine
ecosystems like Westernport. Thank you for your understanding, Paul
Guggenheimer
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I write to lodge my objection to the gas import jetty and FSRU at Crib Point. As a
lifelong recreational angler, AGL’s project poses a significant threat to fish species in
Western Port. Having read the technical studies, I believe the use of vast quantities
of seawater in the FSRU - discharged back into the bay at varying temperatures, with
chlorine – poses a danger to fish species. This includes trapping of fish larvae,
particularly whiting, school shark, elephant fish, and snapper. The release of the
chlorinated, heat/cooled water is an equally dangerous experiment on a sensitive
environment. AGL’s technical studies substantially downplay the threat posed by
the project – to the advantage of the company - and fail to fully explain the
ramifications. As highlighted by studies including the Victorian Government’s
“Understanding the Western Port Environment” (2018) - and as far back as Shapiro
(1974) - the bay is highly productive in small fish. This includes bottom-living species
associated with habitat such as seagrass meadows and small pelagic fish that school
in large numbers. “These small fish are important for ecosystem function in terms
of providing food for higher order predators such as larger fish, seabirds and marine
mammals,” the 2018 study states. “Western Port is also home to a number of fish
species of conservation significance; the only Victorian records of one species (the
Pale Mangrove Goby) come from this bay.” I believe it may only take one or two
fishing seasons for the loss of fish species to become evident. Furthermore,
recreational fishers contribute considerably to the Victorian economy and way of
life. In addition to these concerns, I believe AGL’s technical studies understate the
risk of whale strike, injury and death from the increased number of tankers in the
bay. From a base of zero, whale numbers are increasing in the bay each year and in
parallel bring tourists in the off season. The Phillip Island and San Remo Visitor
Economy Strategy 2035 states off-season visitors are critical to a sustainable tourism
industry here, also concluding “the environment is the economy”. In every way,
AGL's proposal is at odds with Phillip Island's environmental economy. This Crib
Point gas project is all gain for AGL and all pain for the bay, its community, tourist
industry and environment. If allowed to proceed, the legacy of this project will
leave a scar for decades, if not forever. Please reject this project. I do not wish to
speak publicly to this submission. Tas Roussos
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I have serious concerns about the impact that the AGL Gas Import and Pipeline
Project will have on the health of Westernport Bay. Over the years I have painted
various vistas of this overwhelming beautiful bay, and have marvelled at the marine
life and the ecosystems supported by the mangroves and estuaries. Westernport’s
wetlands protect endangered species, store carbon, act as a nursery for many fish
species and filter run-off. The mangroves and seagrass beds are fundamental to the
bay’s health which in turn supports recreational fishing, tourism, aquaculture,
countless forms of wildlife—and our own wellbeing. If AGL plans are approved,
Westernport Bay will change forever, no longer a wetland sanctuary but one of
Australia’s biggest gas import terminals. Its impact cannot, and should not, be
ignored. From my understanding, during transport the LNG is stored as a liquid.
Turning it back into gas, to be piped from the terminal, involves warming it water
from the bay, but then discharging this same water at several degrees cooler which
will negatively impact the delicate ecosystems. The impact of the large liquefied
tankers journeying in and out of Westernport Bay also increases the risk of injury to
the larger mammals that Western Port Bay their home. To halt the AGL pipeline
would be a monumental decision that would show a genuine commitment to the
health and welfare of our bay, oceans and future generations. In conclusion Dr.
Earle, founder of Mission Blue, writes the following in The World Is Blue: How Our
Fate and the Ocean’s Are One : “Even if you never have the chance to see or touch
the ocean, it touches you with every breath you take, every drop of water you drink,
every bite you consume. Everyone, everywhere is inextricably connected to and
utterly dependent upon the existence of the sea.” Let us heed these words and do
want is just. The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project ultimately serves no one.
It must be stopped.

Submission: Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
I have serious concerns about the impact that the AGL Gas Import and Pipeline Project will have on
the health of Westernport Bay.
Over the years I have painted various vistas of this overwhelming beautiful bay, and have marvelled
at the marine life and the ecosystems supported by the mangroves and estuaries.
Westernport’s wetlands protect endangered species, store carbon, act as a nursery for many fish
species and filter run-off. The mangroves and seagrass beds are fundamental to the bay’s health
which in turn supports recreational fishing, tourism, aquaculture, countless forms of wildlife—and
our own wellbeing.
If AGL plans are approved, Westernport Bay will change forever, no longer a wetland sanctuary but
one of Australia’s biggest gas import terminals. Its impact cannot, and should not, be ignored.
From my understanding, during transport the LNG is stored as a liquid. Turning it back into gas, to be
piped from the terminal, involves warming it water from the bay, but then discharging this same
water at several degrees cooler which will negatively impact the delicate ecosystems.
The impact of the large liquefied tankers journeying in and out of Westernport Bay also increases
the risk of injury to the larger mammals that Western Port Bay their home.
To halt the AGL pipeline would be a monumental decision that would show a genuine commitment
to the health and welfare of our bay, oceans and future generations.
In conclusion Dr. Earle, founder of Mission Blue, writes the following in The World Is Blue: How Our Fate
and the Ocean’s Are One :
“Even if you never have the chance to see or touch the ocean, it touches you with every breath you take,
every drop of water you drink, every bite you consume. Everyone, everywhere is inextricably connected to
and utterly dependent upon the existence of the sea.”
Let us heed these words and do want is just. The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project ultimately
serves no one. It must be stopped.
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ACN: 134 808 790
PO Box 7336
Mount Annan NSW 2567
Email: manager@aws.org.au
Tel: 0424 287 297
www.aws.org.au

29 July 2020
The Hon. Richard Wynne
Minister for Planning
Level 16, 8 Nicholson Street
East Melbourne VIC 3002
Correspondence via email: richard.wynne@parliament.vic.gov.au
Re: Commercial Exploitation of Westernport Bay
Dear Minister,
Australian Wildlife Society, founded in 1909, is a national not-for-profit wildlife conservation
organisation. We are dedicated to the conservation of Australian wildlife (flora and fauna) in all its
forms through national environmental education, advocacy and involvement of the community. We
are writing to show our opposition to AGL's intention of installing a floating gas terminal within
Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay has significant ecology and international recognition for its unique wetland
characteristics as well as the UNESCO biosphere reserve designation. In 1982, there was world-wide
recognition that Westernport Bay’s wetlands deserve special protection when it was listed under the
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar). An FSRU anchored permanently in
such an environment is not a suitable use of such a valuable natural asset. Constructing a pipeline
from Crib Point to Pakenham to service an import terminal would be a huge impact on the
landscape. A 30-metre strip would be cut through native vegetation, require the removal of
established trees and negatively impact on local native wildlife.
The community engagement process by AGL has been widely criticised. Taking into account AGL’s
failure to acquire social licence for this proposal, the serious concerns about its impact on such a
fragile and special natural asset and the effect on landholders along the pipeline, we ask you to act in
the best interests of the environment and the community and reject this flawed proposal or at the
very least, require a full Environment Effects Statement.
Australian Wildlife Society would appreciate your strong support for this action and your urgent reply
please.
Yours sincerely

Patrick W Medway AM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

